If you should speak to anyone affected by a mental illness, the chances are that you will hear stories of hidden suffering, shame, and discrimination in nearly every sector of their lives.

— Dr. Vikram Patel, Renowned Global Mental Health Expert

Our vision is that one day, across the world, people who live with mental illness will lead lives of dignity and fulfillment, and reach their full potential.

— Magnolia Clubhouse
Our mission

A vital community of growth, hope, and opportunity for people who live with mental illness, the mission of Magnolia Clubhouse is to ensure that our members are respected co-workers, neighbors, and friends.

Living with mental illness?

Don’t go it alone.
Dear Clubhouse Friends and Mental Healthcare Advocates:

It has been a milestone year for Magnolia Clubhouse. With the completion of the renovations across our campus, we are enjoying a renewed pride of place. Sincere thanks are extended to all who gave so generously to the successful $4 million capital campaign that made the project possible.

Our mission is always at the center of our decision making. The improvements made to our two historic houses, carriage house clinic, and grounds are not only physically appealing, they are designed to improve the ability of people to be engaged with each other and increase the number of people who can be involved in every aspect of the work of the Clubhouse. From the commercial-quality kitchen where the daily lunch is prepared to the state-of-the-art media lab where our news program is produced, the Clubhouse is a dynamic hub of activity for those who might otherwise struggle alone.

Millions of Americans face mental illness every day—thousands right here in Northeast Ohio. For them, Magnolia Clubhouse offers a safe place to rediscover a sense of belonging, gain confidence, make friends, and learn new skills. Because holding a job or staying in school can be challenging for those who live with mental illness, the Clubhouse offers the supports that make it possible for members to achieve such goals. You will read more about these successes in this report.

We are also pleased to share a transformational development. As a result of strategic advocacy efforts, the Clubhouse can now be reimbursed by Ohio’s Medicaid Plan for providing psychiatric rehabilitation day treatment. This enables us to reach more people and to further implement the Clubhouse Model in Ohio. The Clubhouse has been working diligently at this transition, instituting an electronic medical record system and all the requisite procedures. Also noteworthy is the recent accreditation of Ohio’s two other Clubhouses (Miracle House in Dayton and Pathways Clubhouse in Columbus) that were established with our assistance.

In closing, we thank all of our supporters who join with us in addressing the devastating effects of mental illness and the tragic consequences of an inadequate mental healthcare system. Because of you, we are able to reach ever more people and the broader community, as we offer hope and opportunities to rebuild and save lives.

Rebekah Dorman, Ph.D.
President, Board of Directors

Lori D’Angelo, Ph.D.
Executive Director

ABOUT THE COVER
Dr. Vikram Patel is the Pershing Square Professor of Global Health at Harvard University. A world-renowned mental health expert, he is the author of *The Black Dog: Why We Don’t Care* and an advocate of the Clubhouse Model.
“The Clubhouse is a friendly place—a nice place to meet new people and have a good meal. I am most thankful that I was helped in getting my job at Mars Electric.”
Clubhouse Highlights 2018

Advocacy and Growth of the Clubhouse Model

An important part of our advocacy work is helping to strengthen and expand the Clubhouse Model so that more men and women around the world can benefit. To that end, Magnolia Clubhouse took an integral role in the Clubhouse International World Seminar held in Detroit, September 23 – 28, 2017. With 700 attendees from 151 Clubhouses (and 16 countries) participating, it offered educational and networking opportunities among the International Clubhouse community, as well as mental health advocates and professionals.

Membership

Clubhouse membership is open to any adult with a mental illness diagnosis. Becoming a member is a simple process that begins with a tour of Magnolia Clubhouse to learn more about the Clubhouse Model and the opportunities it offers. With an average daily attendance of 70, the Clubhouse served 424 people this year.

Our Employment Program

Because people with mental illness face many challenges when seeking employment, helping members find and keep paying jobs in the broader community is one of the most important services offered by the Clubhouse. This year, a total of 90 members were employed (exceeding the Clubhouse Model benchmark based on attendance) and they earned a total of $544,650. There were 29 members in Transitional Employment and 61 members independently employed.

TRANSITIONAL EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYERS
Alcohol, Drug Addiction and Mental Health Services Board of Cuyahoga County
Bon Appetit • Cleveland Metroparks Zoo • Cleveland Public Library • Happy Dog
Mars Electric • The MetroHealth System • TJ Maxx • University Hospitals
Zagara’s Marketplace

Our Education Program

Because mental illness can be a barrier to achieving educational goals, the Clubhouse offers academic, financial, and social supports to help members to continue their schooling. This year, 33 members were engaged in educational pursuits. New this year is a collaboration with Fountain House that makes $350 scholarships available to Clubhouse members who are selected through an application process. This project is funded by the Sidney R. Baer, Jr. Foundation.
“Nobody in my house has a college degree. I want to set an example for my family. Magnolia has taught me many great things on how to live, even with a mental illness. I apply the same mindset as I go to school.”
Health & Wellness

Magnolia Clubhouse is dedicated to helping members manage the symptoms of their mental illness, as well as with their overall health. The International Standards for Clubhouse Programs (that govern all Clubhouses) include: “The Clubhouse provides assistance, activities, and opportunities designed to help members develop and maintain healthy lifestyles.” This year, in addition to the walking group, yoga, meditation, and monthly Health & Wellness Dinners, Zumba classes were offered at the end of the day.

The on-site Magnolia Clubhouse Clinic offers both primary and psychiatric healthcare. More than 76 Clubhouse members took advantage of the services offered by the Clinic.

The Magnolia Clubhouse Shop

Run by and for the benefit of the Clubhouse, our upscale resale shop is gaining in popularity. Located on the first floor of the West House, it is a charming setting for donated items that include art, furniture, antiques, and jewelry.

Special Events

Magnolia Clubhouse enjoyed three major events this year to raise funds and thank our generous donors:

The second Opening Doors event, held July 22, 2017, welcomed guests to see the renovations in progress. Chaired by Board members Denise Kestner and Lucy Weller, a beautiful large tent in our front yard held 200 guests and raised more than $26,000 which was donated to the capital project.

On November 16, 2017, the East Side Welcome Club hosted the Magnolia Masquerade & Auction at the historic Grace Lutheran Church (Cleveland Heights) that featured hundreds of very special items and garnered $16,500 under the direction of event chairs Debra Kirby and Mary Seay.

To honor our donors, on June 14, 2018 we celebrated the completion of the capital campaign and Clubhouse-wide renovations at the Because of You event. More than 125 friends enjoyed tours of each floor and the appealing outdoor courtyard between the two houses.

Larry is attending Cuyahoga Community College. He describes himself as a young motivated student dedicated to making a better life for himself. The Education supports at Magnolia Clubhouse are helping him be successful. Our new collaboration with Fountain House and funding from the Sidney R. Baer, Jr. Foundation have allowed the Clubhouse to offer scholarships to offset costs for educational pursuits. Larry’s scholarship was able to provide funding for a three credit course in math.
“I truly appreciate the training I received from the Clubhouse staff for my current job. Working at the ADAMHS Board has improved my confidence and self-esteem—I also value the friends that I have made there.”
LAURA

When Laura joined the Clubhouse, she was looking for vocational rehabilitation opportunities. After working at the Clubhouse front desk and in the Magnolia Clubhouse Shop, she was hired by the Alcohol, Drug Addiction, and Mental Health Services (ADAMHS) Board of Cuyahoga County where she is thriving. With both undergraduate and graduate degrees in biology, her goal is to be employed in that field.

REVENUE: $1,380,386
- ADAMHS Board: $591,920
- Clubhouse Income & Dues: $77,766
- Annual fund: $261,719
- United Way of Greater Cleveland: $61,309
- Government Funding: $317,672
- Foundation Grants: $70,000

EXPENSES: $1,365,522
- Salaries: $798,820
- Operating Costs: $176,828
- Benefits: $237,493
- Occupancy & Equipment: $152,381

Strategic Outcomes for 2017-2018

- A total of 424 men and women were served at Magnolia Clubhouse, with an average daily attendance of 70.
- Our on-site clinic provided both behavioral and primary care services to 76 members.
- A total of 90 members were employed. Of the 29 members in Transitional Employment, 96% completed the time-limited placements. There were 61 members independently employed.
- The Clubhouse was approved for Medicaid reimbursement for providing psychiatric rehabilitation day treatment; we successfully instituted an electronic medical record system and requisite procedures for this purpose.
- There were 33 members engaged in educational pursuits with the support of the Clubhouse.
- More than $500,000 in charitable support was raised from the local community.
- Almost 100% of Clubhouse members were satisfied with their experience at the Clubhouse.
Donor Honor Roll

To each of our donors we extend our sincere thanks and appreciation.

The important work being done at Magnolia Clubhouse is made possible with the support of many individuals, organizations, foundations, and corporations. Your collective generosity directly benefits our members while also supporting our advocacy efforts to reduce stigma and ensure that mental health remains both a local and national priority.

We are grateful to the donors who contributed to the Magnolia Clubhouse Annual Fund and those who made other designated gifts (listed in the following pages).

July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2018

$50,000+
The George Gund Foundation
Peg’s Foundation

$20,000+
Abington Foundation
Denise and Steve Kestner
Ridgecliff Foundation
Kim Sherwin
The TREU-MART Fund
Woodruff Foundation

$10,000+
Sidney R. Baer, Jr. Foundation
Char and Chuck Fowler Family Foundation
Thomas H. White Foundation

$5,000+
Anonymous
Ginn Foundation
Toby Devan Lewis
Nancy-Clay Marsteller
Christopher and Gwen Morgan
Ray and Katie Murphy
Jim and Kathy Pender and the Michael Pender Memorial Fund
Lucy and Chuck Weller

$2,000+
Dick and Doreen Cahoon
Fran and Mark Doris
Fox Charitable Foundation
Lee Hartmann
Joseph and Debbie Lelonk
Charles and Rita Maimbourg
Network for Good
Oak Tree Philanthropic Foundation
Paul and Connie Omelsky
Jeffrey Pollock and Martha Brandt Pollock
Elizabeth Porter and Charles Daane

Ellen and Richard Rabb
Catherine and JD Sullivan
Siobhan and William Thompson
Thompson Family Foundation
Christeen Tuttle
Jennie Zamberlan

$1,000+
Katherine Ault-Kinkead
James and Christine Berick
Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Richard and Mercedes D’Angelo
Fairmount Guild of Fairmount Presbyterian Church
Dr. Grover and Linda Gilmore
Elaine Hadden
Kenneth and Audrey Kowalski
MADAV IX Foundation
T. Maltz Living Trust
Marjorie and Bert Moyar
Martin and Miriam Plax
James and Donna Reid Foundation
Fred and Jackie Rothstein
Saint Paul’s Episcopal Church
TEGNA Foundation
John and Kathy Thompson
Mark Warren and Lisa Lstad
Wolpert Fund
Mike and Lorrie Zupon

$500+
Dr. Jerome and Maureen Jordan Belinson
Hazel and Neil Brown
Carver Financial Services, Inc.
Dr. Rebekah Dorman and David Ashpis
Steve and Marilyn Garfunkel
Cynthia Griggins
Virginia and Ray Hellstern
Valerie Krasowski
The Krueger Group

$250+
Anonymous
Ernest Biebel
Celeste-Cohen Family
William E. and Mary F. Conway Fund
Dr. Thomas Ference
Barry M. Garvin
Ted and Nancy Goble
Patrick Grow
Tom and Kirsten Hagesfeld
Joseph and Babs Kestner
Robert and Nancy Klein
Lisa Moser
Sarah Ott-Hansen and George McGaughney
Dr. James and Patti Overholser
Nicholas and Barbara Sue Peay
Darlene Rebello-Rao and J. Sunil Rao
Florence B. Rutter
Kenneth and Jaclyn Surratt

Steven and Carol Tanaka
Dr. George and Kristine Tesar
William and Julie Tuttle
Dickson and Ann Whitney
Rod Willisroft
Kurt and Barbara Zoss

$100+
William Armstrong
Gerald J. Austin
David AuWerter
Benico and Joan Barzilai
Cynthia Bassett
Karen Bayun
John and Susan Bazyk
Lynn Berg
Jean and Louis Bloomfield
Christine Carlton
David Cohen
William Coller
Eileen Connell
Dennis and Beverley Coughlin
David and Deborah Daberko
Dr. Dorr and Joyce Dearborn
Elizabeth Dreben and Hillel Chiel
Kristina Dubois
Jeff and Judy Eakin
Lori Ebihara
Epstein/Zuckerman Family Foundation
Francis J. Erne Jr.
Kevin and Joy Evans
Jeanine Farone
Paula and Bruce Feher
L. S. Fishman
Harold and Anne Forquer
Joseph Frolik and Karen Long
Peter L. and Barbara Y. Galvin
Family Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland
| Dr. Neal Goldenberg and Meaghan Combs | Phyllis Syrcause |
| Robert and Sally Gries | Rajesh Tampi, MD |
| Peter Hardin-Levine | John and Joan Tanaka |
| Thomas M. Hietsch | Lizette Tapp |
| Martin Hoke | Sara Tucker |
| Kathryn Holley | Richard Weingarten |
| Ted Horvath | Dr. Robert Weiss |
| Anne and David Hunter | Gwendolyn Williams |
| Josephine Inkley | George and Barbara Wolkon |

**UP TO $100**

| Anonymous | Amazon Smile |
| David Anderson | James Ankeny |
| Bonnie App | Paula Atwood |
| Susanna Del Bumbo-Penny | Judith Beeler |
| Harvey and Irene Bernstein | Suzanne Blaser |
| Whitney Bohan | Ervin and Beata Boja |
| Jerome Brigham | Michael and Cynthia Bruder |
| Cynthia and Robert Brum | Barbara Buda and Don Tittle |
| Tony Buniel | Lois Butler |
| Diane Campbell | Robert L. Campbell |
| Chuck and Pat Cangelosi-Williams | Cathe Caraway-Howard |
| Joseph and Carol Carroscoia | Angel and Christopher Chapin |
| Bruce and Charlene Chelnick | Michael and Sherry Cindric |
| Paul Cornell and Laura Pratt | Walter L. Cox, Sr. |
| Kyle Cutts | Barbary Daly |
| Cheryl Davis | Josephine M. deHaseth |
| James Alan and Saralyn Doyle | Tony and Lori Dreskin |
| Rachel Dudukovich | Dr. Nancy Duff-Boehm |
| Sarah Eakin | Eaton Corporation |
| Susan and Rich Edelman | Susan and Rich Edelman |
| Marjorie Edgert and Brian Smith | Kathy Ellis and Kelly Scott |
| Dr. Charles and Carole Faiman | Nicephoros and Patricia Potinos |
| Robert Freeborn and Kathleen McGuire | Dr. and Mrs. Donald Freedheim |
| Thomas and Shelly Galvin | James Garrett |
| John Garrity | Martin Gelfand and Sherry Ball |
| Leonard and Dorothy Gierosky | Janice Giles |
| James and Marilyn Goldberg | Bernard Goodman |
| Sarajane and Gerald Goldstein | Paul and Amy Graeter |
| Marilyn Griffin | Debra and Gregory Harris |
| Yolanda Harris | Elizabeth Hickman |
| Sheryl Hoffman | William and Ann Hogsett |
| Charles Huth | Ellen Ilkican |
| Cynthia Johnston | Mr. and Mrs. Willie Johnston |
| Greg Jones | Raymond A. Jones |
| Arthur M. Joseph | Suzanne Joseph |
| Janice Katz | Harry and Carolyn Keagler |
| Mervat Khaaaga | Merle Kolk |
| Howard Kopit | Amy Kress |
| Carmen and Theresa Latessa | John and Judith Maier |
| Ann Lawrence | Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences (CWRU) |
| Dr. Richard Lightbody | Yolande Margolin |
| Richard and Deborah Liles | Gregory and Sally Martin |
| Denise Link | Vincent Maselli |
| Marianne Lloyd | Sharon Maslonis |
| Michele and Gary Longstreet | Master Gardeners of Cuyahoga County |
| Diane and Thomas Lowe | Barbara May |
| John and Judith Maier | Anne Meyers |
| Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences (CWRU) | Roger Mucci |
| Yolande Margolin | June and Susan Murany |
| Gregory and Sally Martin | Alan and Elizabeth Negrelli |
| Vincent Maselli | Joseph and Mary Devyn Nolan |
| Sharon Maslonis | Rodolpho and Maria Elisa Obias |
| Master Gardeners of Cuyahoga County | Dale and Suzanne Omori |
| Kathleen Polanz | *Deceased* |
| Elinor Polster | Channing M. and Nancy T. Preston |
| Protect-O-Seat | Natalie Remington |
| Gloria Resnick | Lovell Richardson |
| Joyce Roper | Charles Rosenlieb |
| Liliana Naficy-Royal and Kenneth Royal | Kathleen Savas |
| Anne Sedor | Melvin and Maude Shafron |
| Fanche Sheeran | Ted Silverberg |
| Jenita Simmons | Clyde and Elaine Simpson |
| Harold and Gloria Skipworth | Barbara Sobel |
| Marvin and Judith Solganik | C.D. Sommer |
| State of Ohio - Cleveland Headquarters | Diane Strachan |
| Student Veterans of America at Cleveland State University | Carolyn Sugluchi |
| Marianne and Stanley Tepper | Margaret Thomas-Repik |
| Mary Anne Thompson | James Wimbley |
| Matt and Katie Tueney | Wickliffe Italian-American Club |
| Cheryl VanHorn | Arthur Williams |
| Valerie Verchio | James Wimbley |
| John Vovk | Nancy Whitman |
| Jay and Wendy Wasman | Wickliffe Italian-American Club |
| Gary, Marsha and Sean Watanabe | Arthur Williams |
| Deborah White | James Wimbley |
| Nancy Whitman | Nancy and Chris Wolf |
| Diana Woodbridge | Deborah White |
| Jane Wren | Nancy Whitman |
| Jack and Janece Yatsko | Wickliffe Italian-American Club |
| Walter I. and Elizabeth A. Zborowsky | Jeannette Zimmerman |
TRIBUTE GIFTS
In Honor of Susan Accorti
Gregory and Sally Martin
In Honor of Raman J. Belinson
Dr. Jerome and Maureen Jordan Belinson
In Honor of Jim and Chris Berick
Suzanne Blaser
In Honor of Jeff Bitler
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Johnston
In Honor of Whitney Bohan
Diane Strachan
In Honor of Robert Campbell
Dr. Dorr and Joyce Dearborn
In Honor of Susan Carlton
Christine Carlton
In Honor of Gabriella Celeste
Natalie and Theresa Celeste David Cohen
In Honor of Nan Cohen
James and Marilyn Goldberg
Steve Ryder and Nicola Helm Anne Sedor
In Honor of Carrolle Cox
Walter L. Cox, Sr.
In Honor of Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Elizabeth Porter and Charles Daane
Darlene Rebello-Rao and J. Sunil Rao
In Honor of Dr. Rebekah Dorman
Sheila and Robert Allenick
In Honor of Paula Feher
Virginia and Ray Hellstern
Richard Israel
Barbara May
In Honor of Ray Freas
Kenneth and Maureen Krol
In Honor of Nora Hennessy
Dr. Lenore Kola
In Honor of Suzanne Joseph
Arthur M. Joseph
In Honor of Dr. Jane Kessler
Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Freedheim
Robert and Nancy Klein
In Honor of Denise Kestner
Peter and Julie Raskind
In Honor of Marilyn’s Birthday
Cheryl Davis
In Honor of Ellen Krol Monti
Kenneth and Maureen Krol
In Honor of Chris Morgan
McWilliams/Piraino Family Foundation
In Honor of Richard and Pat Negrelli
Alan and Elizabeth Negrelli
In Honor of Roel Obias
Network for Good
Rodolfo and Maria Elisa Obias
In Honor of Barbara Shapiro
Channing M. and Nancy T. Preston
In Honor of Kenny Shapiro
June and Susan Murany
In Honor of Linda Springer
Karen Kidwell and Henry Billingsley
In Honor of Siobhan Thompson
Jo and Mark Goren
In Honor of All Our Veterans
William Armstrong
In Memory of Hope Adelstein
Terri and Stuart Klein
In Memory of Hope and Stanley Adelstein
Edith Miller
In Memory of Nick Biggs
Gwendolyn Williams
In Memory of Marissa Borsani
Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Thomas M. Hietsch
Marianne and Stanley Tepper
Rod Williscroft
In Memory of Marion Cibir
Deborah White
In Memory of Carole D’Angelo
Liliana Naficy-Royal and Kenneth Royal
In Memory of Carole and Richard D’Angelo
Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Richard and Mercedes D’Angelo
Carmen and Theresa Latessa
Jean Latessa
Beverly Loparo
Eleanor Silvaroli

CAPITAL CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
We are grateful to all of the donors who contributed to the Magnolia Clubhouse Capital Campaign from July 1, 2017 through June 30, 2018.

$500,000+
Toby Devan Lewis

$100,000 +
The Cleveland Foundation
The Higley Fund
Elizabeth Ring Mather and William Gwinn Mather Fund

$20,000+
Dick and Doreen Cahoon
Denise and Steve Kestner
McWilliams/Piraino Family Foundation

$5,000+
Linda H. Springer

$1,000+
Christopher and Gwen Morgan
John and Kathy Thompson

$250+
Celeste-Cohen Family
GE Foundation
Helen Jones-Toms
Michael and Suzanne Schiavoni

$500+
Steve and Marilyn Garfunkel
Aaron Haynewsorth

$250+
In Honor of Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Elizabeth Porter and Charles Daane
Darlene Rebello-Rao and J. Sunil Rao

$100+
In Honor of Dr. Rebekah Dorman
Sheila and Robert Allenick

In Honor of Paula Feher
Virginia and Ray Hellstern
Richard Israel
Barbara May

In Honor of Ray Freas
Kenneth and Maureen Krol

In Honor of Nora Hennessy
Dr. Lenore Kola

In Honor of Suzanne Joseph
Arthur M. Joseph

In Honor of Dr. Jane Kessler
Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Freedheim
Robert and Nancy Klein

In Honor of Denise Kestner
Peter and Julie Raskind

In Honor of Marilyn’s Birthday
Cheryl Davis

In Honor of Ellen Krol Monti
Kenneth and Maureen Krol

In Honor of Chris Morgan
McWilliams/Piraino Family Foundation

In Honor of Richard and Pat Negrelli
Alan and Elizabeth Negrelli

In Honor of Roel Obias
Network for Good
Rodolfo and Maria Elisa Obias

In Honor of Barbara Shapiro
Channing M. and Nancy T. Preston

In Honor of Kenny Shapiro
June and Susan Murany

In Honor of Linda Springer
Karen Kidwell and Henry Billingsley

In Honor of Siobhan Thompson
Jo and Mark Goren

In Honor of All Our Veterans
William Armstrong

In Memory of Hope Adelstein
Terri and Stuart Klein

In Memory of Hope and Stanley Adelstein
Edith Miller

In Memory of Nick Biggs
Gwendolyn Williams

In Memory of Marissa Borsani
Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Thomas M. Hietsch
Marianne and Stanley Tepper
Rod Williscroft

In Memory of Marion Cibir
Deborah White

In Memory of Carole D’Angelo
Liliana Naficy-Royal and Kenneth Royal

In Memory of Carole and Richard D’Angelo
Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Richard and Mercedes D’Angelo
Carmen and Theresa Latessa
Jean Latessa
Beverly Loparo
Eleanor Silvaroli
DONOR HONOR ROLL 2017-2018

In Memory of Delores Engel
Bruce and Charlene Chelnick

In Memory of Elizabeth T. and Francis J. Erne Sr.
Francis J. Erne Jr.

In Memory of Rosalind Sperling Feld
Debra and Gregory Harris

In Memory of Craig E. Hadler
Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Dr. Rebekah Dorman and David Ashpis

In Memory of Ann E. Jones
Kenneth Jones and Susanne Carter

In Memory of Arline Joseph
Suzanne Joseph

In Memory of Christopher Kestner
Denise and Steve Kestner

In Memory of Bart Latessa and Bart James Latessa
Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Carmen and Theresa Latessa
Jean Latessa
Beverly Loparow
Eleanor Silvaroli

In Memory of Carmen Latessa
Eleanor Silvaroli

In Memory of Mary Latessa
Eleanor Silvaroli

In Memory of David P. Loparo
Joseph and Carol Carroscia
Paul Cornell and Laura Pratt
Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Mary Anne Hurley
Carmen and Theresa Latessa
Jean Latessa
Michele and Gary Longstreet
Beverly Loparo
John and Judith Maiher
Roger Mucci
Kathleen Pulanz
Eleanor Silvaroli
Wickliffe Italian-American Club
Nancy and Chris Wolf

In Memory of Spicecia Mack
Margaret Thomas-Repcik

In Memory of Alicia Martin
Janice Giles

In Memory of Matthew Ferguson Nolan
Joseph and Mary Devyn Nolan

In Memory of Bernard Rafferty
Cynthia and Robert Brumli

In Memory of Jay Silvaroli
Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Carmen and Theresa Latessa
Jean Latessa
Beverly Loparo
Eleanor Silvaroli

In Memory of Henry Tanaka
Lori Ebihara
Steven and Carol Tanaka
Gary, Marsha, and Sean Watanabe
Richard Weingarten
George and Barbara Wolkon

In Memory of Michael Wolpert
Barry M. Garvin
Martin Gelfand and Sherry Ball

Suzanne Joseph
Mary Jane Levine
Antoinette Miller
Lynn Quintrell
Charlene Reed-Mundell
Gretchen Reynolds
Denise Ritossi
Marcia Rosenbaum
Kathleen Savas
Dr. Sharon Schmahl
Judy Schneider
Jes Sellers
Linda Thompson
Anthoni Visconsi II
Mary Kay Wojtylak
Margot and David Youngs
Victoria B. Zahka

ENDOWMENT FUND GIFTS
Nora Hennessy and Judy Meinert

RECURRING DONORS

Monthly or Quarterly
Dr. Thomas Ference
Dr. Grover and Linda Gilmore
Helen Jones-Toms
Joseph and Babs Kestner
George McPherson

MAGNOLIA CLUBHOUSE SHOP DONATIONS
William Armstrong
Delores Bastaich
Lois Becker
Eleanor Bergholz
Whitney Bohan
Hazel Brown
Cleveland Montessori School
Suzanne Cooper
Nancy Elliott
Nicki Evans
Carl Alfred Fazio
Matthew Feinberg
April Firstencel
Susan Flickinger
Dan Goldberg
Anne L. Griffiths
Terri Hamilton Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton
Nora Hennessy

IN-KIND GIFTS
Goods and Services
AARP Tax Aides
Appletree Books
Dave Boyer
Cleveland Food Bank
Cleveland Institute of Music
Cleveland Public Library
Tom and Kirsten Hagesfeld
La Barberia
The Music Settlement
Al Sanchez
Share the Health Educational Garden (Gates Mills)
Sandy Welchs
Kurt and Barbara Zoss (Zoss the Swiss Baker)

MATCHING GIFT COMPANIES
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
Dominion Foundation
Eaton Corporation
GE Foundation
Key Foundation
Lubrizol Foundation
PNC Foundation
Progressive Insurance Foundation
UBS

OPENING DOORS DONORS
Individuals
Anonymous (2)
Howard Agriesti
Sheila and Robert Allenick

*Deceased
magnolioclubhouse.org
Jim and Kathy Pender and the 
Michael Pender Memorial Fund
Jeffrey Pollock and Martha 
Brandt Pollock
Lynn and Lute Quintrell
Al and Georgia Sanchez
Mary Seay
Beth Segal
Kim Sherwin
David and Jenna Snyder
Linda Springer and David Delgado
Catherine and JD Sullivan
Kenneth and Jaclyn Surratt
Siobhan and William Thompson
Dente and Purita Tobias
Christeen Tuttle
Richard and Tina Weinberg
Lucy and Chuck Weller
Jennie Zamberlan

Organizations
Academy Graphic
Communication, Inc.
Avantia
DLR Group - Westlake Reed
Leskosky
The FORM Group
The Krueger Group
Medical Mutual
The Music Settlement
NOW Valet
The James B. Oswald Company
Charitable Fund at the 
Cleveland Foundation
Peg's Foundation
University Circle Incorporated
University Hospitals - 
Department of Psychiatry
Western Reserve Historical Society

MAGNOLIA
MASQUERADE DONORS

Individuals
Anonymous
Michelle Alexander
Eileen Anderson
Eleanor and Glen Anderson
James Ankeny
Anne Arcara
Lois Becker
Shirley Bell
Dan Bertsch
Karen Brown
 Marian and Eric Brubaker
Alistair and Elisabeth Buchan
Lisa Buchan
Stephanie Burkhard
Ernie Cahoon
Diane Campbell
Sally Cantor
Celeste-Cohen Family
Natalie Celeste
Noelle Celeste
Elizabeth Chandler
Susan Clement
Nicolet Cohen
Kim Coverdale
Claudia and James Cull
Noelle M. Cutts
Dr. Lori D’Angelo
Genevieve and Walter DeSocio
Patti DiBenedetto
Ralph and Kathryn Dine
Dr. Rebekah Dorman
Kristen Doud
Renee Epstein
Priscilla Finder
Christina Forward
Lee Anne and Paul Freddo
Steve Garfunkel
Alex Glessner
Kristina M. Gobel
Nancy Goble
Debra Golden
Elena Gurney
Nora Hennessy
Themis Hibbs
Doug Hitchcock
Gayle Hitchcock
Kathy Hogg
Lee Hooper
Margaret Hooper
Peggy Hooper
Nicole D. Jira
David Jordan
Grace Kasoff
Cheryl Keys
Debra Kirby
Ran Kirby
Sydney Kirby
Mary Jane Levine
Angela Lind
Laurie Lindbloom
Stephanie Linor
Beverly and Keilan Malone
Becky and Alan Medearis
Clyde Medearis
Wendy Meyer
Gregory Mieczkowski
Joyce Monachino
Mai Moore
Chris Morgan
Jay Nystrom
Drew Pierson
Dick and Pat Pogue
Susan Ross
Denise Rynes
Nancy Schade
Dr. Sharon Schmahl
Elaine Scott
Mary Seay
Lindsay Sowards
Lynda Starr
Kathy Stead
Tammy Stepinsnik
Ellen Sullivan
Jamie Syenenberg
Rick Szekelyi
Marianne Tepper
Siobhan Thompson
Susie Vitale
Cassidy Yatsko
Ronald Zipper

Organizations
Abstract Hair Salon
All Occasion Party Rental
Anytime Fitness
AVEDA Store
Brown-Forward Funeral Home
Cheesecake Factory
Chipotle
Cleveland Botanical Garden
Cleveland Consignment Shoppe
Cleveland Museum of Art
Cleveland Museum of Natural 
History
Cleveland Orchestra
Cleveland Play House
Cleveland Skating Club
Creations by Celeste
Dino Palmieri Salon and Spa at 
Beachwood Mall
Dise & Company
District Restaurant
Evie Lou
Gali’s Garden Center
Gigi’s on Fairmount
Goldfish Swim School
Golfeec
Granite City Food and Brewery
Great Lakes Science Center
Guardian Angels
Heights Music
Jones Designs Interiors
Kiddie Jungle
Legacy Village
Loretta Paganini School of Cooking
Lucy’s Sweet Surrender

Lush Cosmetics
Maltz Museum of Jewish Heritage
Mandel Jewish Community Center
Mimi Testen Designs
ML Tavern
Music Box Supper Club
MZ Salon
Nemacolin Woodlands Resort
Nighttown Restaurant
Partners to Empowerment
Wellness
Pearl of the Orient
Piccadilly Artisan Creamery - 
University Circle
Pinot’s Palette
Pistone Wealth Advisors
Rock’n Roll Hall of Fame & 
Museum
Santos Salon and Spa
Shaker Heights Country Club
Shima Limousine
SOS Speedy Office Supply
Ston Hywet Hall and Gardens
The Fairmount
The Studio Salon
Tommy Bahama
VNTG Home
V’Sonno Salon and Day Spa
Western Reserve Historical Society
Yoga Roots
Z Gallerie
Zoss the Swiss Baker

The Magnolia
Masquerade was 
organized by the 
Eastside Welcome Club. 
Opening Doors was 
hosted by the Magnolia 
Clubhouse and the Event 
Committee, chaired by 
board members Denise 
Kestner and Lucy Weller. 
We extend sincere 
appreciation for both 
of these outstanding 
fundraising events.
Congressman Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. visited Magnolia Clubhouse in October 2017 upon receiving a recommendation that the Clubhouse was an excellent example of an organization that offers integrated care (both psychiatric and primary care services).